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PA Architects vision is to be industry leaders in the
architectural design of aged care, retirement living and retail
developments, and its team pride themselves on being at

the forefront of change which involves adapting new technologies
into architectural practice and implementing sustainable
architecture. It is therefore no wonder that KPA was approached by
Client, the Su Family Trust, to design a neighbourhood centre for
this site following a recommendation from a developer. 

What the Client wanted was a building fabric that wouldn't age
quickly like some of the 'plastic' retail centres that are around.
Instead, they wanted the shopping centre to resonate a local
character aesthetic that was sympathetic to the surrounding
community. There had been previous design concepts developed
for the centre which the Client was not happy with, hence their
approach to KPA Architects.

The site itself sits adjacent to a railway reserve, the Parmelia Gas
Pipe Line and the Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline, all of
which impacted the design and construction of the centre. Both
the design and construction teams underwent a risk assessment
seminar in the form of a 'Pipeline Risk Management Plan' which
assessed and outlined how to mitigate all risks associated with
construction near these two pipelines. The site also contains a lot
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www.kpa-architects.com
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of clay, with no stormwater allowed to be retained on site and
restricted connection to the council stormwater system. As part of
the drainage solution, cleverly designed stormwater cells were
utilised to store stormwater prior to running into the council
stormwater system at the reduced flow rate. 

P: (08) 9240 5020 E: admin@tyronegroup.com.au
Unit 4, 1 Halley Road, Balcatta WA 6021

www.tyronegroup.com.au

Tyrone Group is an Award Winning
Contractor for Structural Excellence.
We offer the following Construction
Services: Masonry, Restoration and
Structural Packages.

As the site was extremely compact for the amount of retail
tenancies required by the Client, considerable thought was needed
to achieve the required parking numbers. A traffic engineer was
engaged by KPA early in the design to assist with meeting the local
Council's requirements for parking. 

KPA undertook all design stages of the project, from feasibility
and concept design to contract administration. Adopting both the
character and material palette of historic parts of South Guildford,
including the red face brickwork, archways and corrugated awning
details, the ensuing KPA design was economical, provided the right
tenant mix, and delivered a local character aesthetic the Client and
neighbourhood were looking for.
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The colour palette pays homage to the Sugar Gum trees that
were planted within the locality as part of the area's settlement and
became part of its heritage. Accordingly, the key colours and
materials used are white, grey, green and pink. The resulting visual is
relatively subtle, and visible through a combination of solid paint
colours, coloured concrete and exposed aggregate. The colour
palette was not only recommended due to its historical relevance,
but also to avoid visually competing finishes jarring with the
balance of the shopping centre. 

The sugar gum tree theme is also evident in the public art precast
panels which have become a prominent element on this project.
The concrete panels were treated using a unique process that was

put forward by artists Jill and Peter Ciemitis. It was proposed that
the artwork created would be a 'gallery' comprised of etched
images in concrete panels. The original image was a composite of
drawings, reproduced in digital screen-dot imagery, and etched into
concrete panelling during the manufacturing process to reveal a
darker aggregate.  

The manufacturing technique involved the transposition of
the artists' imagery into raster and/or vector images, the
production of a 1:1 scale membrane by Graphic Concrete Ltd
in Finland, and the pre-fabrication of the concrete panels by
Delta Corporation.

The final image is etched to a depth of 0.5-1.5mm.  

Ital Cabinets are proud to be The Preferred Joinery
Contractor on The Waterhall Shopping Centre Project.

78 Christable Way, Landsdale 6065, Western Australia
Phone: (08) 9303 9106  ! Fax: (08) 9303 9131
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The building is predominantly concrete, face brickwork and
steel ... although this by no means results in a 'run-of-the-mill'
look to the centre. Notable features of the project (apart from
the artist precast concrete panels) are the exterior arched face
brickwork, the mall entry with highlight windows, herringbone
tiled floors with feature light fittings and bulkhead, and the
pattern painted concrete panels at the loading dock. JJ Civil &

Remedial Construction featured on the project, providing
installation of the Armco Traffic Barriers.

Whilst builder for this project Focus Building Company is a
relatively new commercial construction company (having been
formed in 2010 by the founders of Perth Building Company) the
business is built on 25 years of construction experience in WA.
The company employs around 20 office and site staff and
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‘‘As a founding member of the
Landscape Industries Association

of Western Australia,
Instant Gardens is acknowledged

as an industry leader’’.

With more than forty-years experience and having won
several prestigious landscape awards Instant Gardens aims
to provide our clients with an exceptional level of service.

Specialising in Commercial and Residential landscaping
we are able to design, create and install any project with a
level of quality unsurpassed.

Call or email us today to quote
your project:

9303 9920
info@instantgardens.com.au
www.instantgardens.com.au

sales@windowswest.com.au
www.windowswest.com.au

CUSTOM ALUMINIUM FABRICATION AND GLAZING OF
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEMS FOR COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.

SPECIALISING IN “PUBLIC USE” (Schools, TAFEs, Shops & Medical) BUILDS
INCORPORATING: ALL TYPES OF COMMERCIAL SERIES FRAMING,

SINGLE GLAZING, DOUBLE GLAZING including THERMALLY BROKEN,
HIGH SECURITY and AUTOMATED INGRESS APPLICATIONS.

8 Redemptora Road, Henderson WA 6166 Tel: 9437 9277

Unit 1/17 Macadam Place, Balcatta WA 6021
T: +61 8 9240 4600 | E: info@electek.com.au

www.electek.com.au

Electek is an innovative business who strive to deliver
all your electrical, communications, multi media and
hazardous area solutions.





Remedial
" Concrete Demolition
" Reinforcing Repair
" Reinforcing Coatings
" Mortar Repair Application
" Shot CreteApplications
" Wet/Dry Mortar Application
" Concrete Coatings
" Joint Repairs
" Crack Injection

Ancillary Services
" Waterproofing
" Project Management
" Cathodic Protection
" Corrosion Prevention
" Remedial Consultation
" Inspection Assessments
" Floor and Slab Coatings
" Graffiti Removal & Controls

Construction
" Detail Excavation
" Backfill
" Compaction
" Blinding
" Formwork
" Reinforcing
" Concrete Placement
" Ring Beams
" Equipment Foundations
" Footings, Plinths and Slabs
" Suspended Slabs
" Pre Cast Units
" Precision Grouting
" HD Bolt Installation

Head Office:
6 Honeyeater Street
Beeliar WA 6164
Tel: 08 9437 3585
Mob: 0488 917 888
Email: rohan@jjcrc.com.au

Concrete & Civil • Formwork and Steel Fixing • Mining and Industrial • Marine Concrete Coatings
Steel & Reinforcing Coatings • Concrete Demolition • Shot Crete Application

Our Services
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undertakes projects which range from $3M to $50M, so this
project presented no concerns whatsoever.

Initially introduced to the Client by a mutual construction partner,
Focus provided initial cost planning and programme advice together with
early design reviews with KPA Architects. Focus was selected to
construct the centre after winning a competitive tender, and was sub-
sequently engaged using a Lump Sum AS2124 – Construct Only contract.

The design captured the heritage feel of the Swan/Midland area
by using rustic red face brick, Colorbond lined awnings and circular
inserts to the awning trusses. Whilst typical of the area, Focus had
to ensure that these elements looked as authentic as possible ...
and like the original ones in the area, would withstand the test of
time. Similarly with the art elements, the artists used the image of
some bark from a nearby paper bark tree for the decorative pre-
cast panels, so again Focus had to manage production, delivery and
installation of the delicate panels which could have easily been
damaged on what is still essentially a construction site!  

The clay site presented some issues with for Focus during
construction with regard to that retention and disposal of
stormwater issue. The specific retention system which was selected
by the civil engineers enabled the temporary retention of
stormwater from site without undermining the integrity of the
carpark above or causing heaving issues with the surrounding clay.

As the site abounds the two pipelines which supply the majority
of gas to Perth and the south-west regions, careful management of
plant and machinery selection was undertaken by Focus so as to
not disturb the pipelines or risk interrupting supply.

Ultimately, Focus Building worked closely with Client, architect
and consultants to deliver the best building practice possible and
provide valuable cost advice to achieve a great outcome for project
within timeframes given. Focus was able to deliver the 1100m2 IGA
supermarket, 8 specialty retail tenancies, the Medical Centre, the
Community Centre and 120 new cars bays (with truck loading dock
and carriageway) in a 30 week timeframe.


